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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: “MY DEAR ORAGE, I dedicate this little essay to you not only because
The New Age (which is your paper) published it in its original form, but much more because you were, I think,
the pioneer, in its modern form at any rate, of the Free Press in this country.
Things happen because of words printed in The New Age and the New Witness*. That is less and less true
of what I have called the official press. The phenomenon is worth analysing. Its intellectual interest alone
will arrest the attention of any future historian. Here is a force numerically quite small, lacking the one great
obvious power of our time (which is the power to bribe), rigidly boycotted – so much so that it is hardly
known outside the circle of its immediate adherents and quite unknown abroad. Yet this force is doing work –
is creating – at a moment when almost everything else is marking time; and the work it is doing grows more
and more apparent. The reason is, of course, the principle which was a commonplace with antiquity, though it
was almost forgotten in the last modern generation, that truth has a power of its own. Mere indignation against
organized flasehood, mere revolt against it, is creative.
It is the thesis of this little essay, as you will see, that the Free Press will succeed in its main object which is
the making of the truth known.”
From Hiliare Belloc's Dedication to The Free Press essay. October, 1917.
(* G. K. Chesterton was the editor of New Witness)								***

BOLT REPORTS ON MORE POLITICALLY
CORRECT MADNESS By James Reed
Andrew Bolt is my favourite Australian journalist, more hard hitting than me. If I was not so old and burnt out,
I would be jealous. First, more African brawls, enriching our otherwise bland cultural life:
https://www.heraldsun.com.au/blogs/andrew-bolt/another-brawl-another-immigration-failure/news-story/6768ec8b0d0899dea94dbbd103cf5cd5

“Victoria Police are yet to arrest a driver who drove his car into pedestrians during a wild brawl in
Melbourne’s inner-north and seriously injured an 18 year old man. North West Metro Commander Tim
Hansen said a group of up to 14 detectives has been assigned to investigate how a fight inside Collingwood’s
Gasometer Hotel led to a street brawl and six people going to hospital. Police were keeping a “watching
brief” on the 66 Records launch at the Gasometer last night, due to the large numbers of Pacific Islanders and
African-Australians attending... Police were called to the scene after around 200 teens and young adults left a
venue on nearby Smith Street in Collingwood and broke into violence on the street...
A male Collingwood resident was drawn to his windows at 2:30am on Sunday morning when a group of
about 60 to 70 youths of African appearance started brawling outside his window. The brawl represents the
latest outbreak of violence related to African-Australian youths, following more than eighteen months in
which a small group of repeat offenders have been responsible for home invasions, carjackings, as well as
riots and out-of-control brawls in rental properties, in Melbourne’s northwest. Police have been criticised
in the past three months for taking an approach in brawls and riots which prioritises dispersing the crowd
quickly and peacefully over making arrests.”
Now, some may be quick off the mark, saying that all of these sorts of stories show the failure of the migration
and refugee programmes. But, does it? Isn’t this change of culture what multiculturalism is all about, and is it
not our values which will be put by the elites into history’s dust bin … if they can?			
***

NOW, THANKS TO MORRISON, MILLIONS OF
INDONESIANS WILL BE HERE! By James Reed
James Reed’s iron law of politics is that each
Australian prime minister gets worse than the last. I
thought it would be difficult for someone to top Mal, but
Scotty has done just that in record time. Jewish cultural
critic Avi Yemini is, as usual, on the ball with this one:
https://aviyemini.com.au/terrorism/new-prime-minister-opens-door-jihadis/

“In his first international speech, the new Australian
Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, told his Indonesian
audience that a final free-trade-agreement with
Australia will be reached by the upcoming Christmas.
The Prime Minister described it as a “landmark deal”
that goes far beyond any historic trade agreement.
This deal will include a “freedom to move” component
which will give thousands of Indonesians access

to enter Australia. Indonesia is the largest Muslim
country and is home to more Jihadis than anywhere
else in the world. Shariah Law is widely practised in
Indonesia and its barbaric punishments are commonly
implemented. This comes only months after a
Malaysian woman entered Australia on a tourist visa to
carry out a Jihadist attack.”
If you want what remains of your way of life in
Australia to survive, get straight onto Pauline Hanson
and the independents to offer your support, by email
or phone, whatever, just do it. They need to earn their
money. Time is running out, and the globalists are
planning to give us a Christmas present that we will
never forget.			***

DERACINATED MACRON THE MACARONI MAN By John Steele
I am against steroid use, but some people need a shot
in the butt. “French’ President Macron comes to mind:
www.breitbart.com/london/2018/08/30/macron-denmark-true-dane-frenchman/

“French politicians have reacted with anger after
Emmanuel Macron asserted that “true” Frenchmen
and Danes “do not exist”, and attacked the people he
rules over as stubbornly resistant to change while on
an official visit to Denmark. The French president
made the remarks while on a three-day tour of
Denmark and Finland, where he is hoping to establish
a “progressive arc” of nations supporting his vision
of a globalised EU superstate, which would revolve
around a liberal conception of human rights, ahead of
European Parliament elections next year. Speaking
before a gala lobster dinner on Wednesday, at which
Denmark’s Queen Margaret was in attendance,
Macron praised the Scandinavian nation as one which
is “completely open to the rest of the world” compared
with a France whose people he said showed a “Gaulish
stubborn resistance to change”. France has a “deep
and complex identity, which has always been thought
of as universalism”, the former investment banker

said, before stating he believes he has succeeded in
provoking “cultural change” in the native since his
election last year. “People are changing their minds,
they are much more open to risk,” he told the event,
which was broadcast on Danish television. “You will
see France transformed by its people.” Asked by a
Danish student about the future of national identities
in Europe, Macron said that “the ‘true Dane’ does not
exist — he is a European”. “Even your language is not
just Danish — it is European. The same is true for the
French”, he added.”
Such is the voice of globalist colonisation. Can you
imagine any leader in Asia saying such a thing? This
would not cut it with the Japanese, Chinese, or even
the Indonesians. Anyway, Macaroni has clearly defined
the battle lines for the rest of European history, and no
matter what, even if the human race ends, these creatures
must be defeated. I was going to use popular metaphors
about lizards, but hey, I really like lizards, which play
an important role in insect control in ecosystems, unlike
globalists, who destroy entire ecosystems, and life on
earth if we don’t stop them.				
***

MAKING THE UNIVERSITIES INTO ABORTION CENTRES! By James Reed
SB 320, introduced by state Sen. Connie Leyva
(D-Chino), requires all community colleges and public
universities to provide abortifacient drugs, based on
the notion that abortion is the equivalent of medical
care and “is a constitutional right and an integral part
of comprehensive sexual and reproductive health
care.” Planned Parenthood celebrated the vote.”

In the student elections at one Australian university,
the Left candidates had a policy of establishing an
abortion clinic on campus. Would men be able to have
an abortion too? Maybe, in the name of equality. But, as
usual, Kalifornication is ahead of us in the degeneration
stakes:
https://www.breitbart.com/california/2018/08/30/
california-lawmakers-pass-bill-to-turn-state-universities-into-abortion-clinics/

“The California State Assembly passed a bill
Wednesday that would require all University of
California and California State University campus
health centers to distribute drugs that induce abortion.
ON TARGET

Yes, I bet that they did. This is yet another example of
why the universities need to be closed down. Yes, it is
America, but Leftoids here in Australia are working for
the exactly same policies. Why should the taxpayer feed
them?							***
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WHITE SOUTH AFRICANS TO PAY FOR THEIR OWN GENOCIDE! By Bruce Bennett
It must surely be the ultimate victory; getting one’s
enemy to dig their own graves:

payments remain due and payable until such time that
the bond is paid in full irrespective of any form of
land expropriation – with or without compensation.
We would encourage you to continue with the bond
payments until such time a determination is made.”
The African National Congress (ANC) under
President Cyril Ramaphosa passed a motion for
the expropriation of land without compensation in
February 2018, originally moved by its former youth
leader Julius Malema — who now heads the Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF), a radical black nationalist
and Marxist-Leninist party.”

https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/09/02/
bank-south-african-farmers-pay-debts-property-seized-state/

“South African farmers subjected to land expropriation
without compensation will still have to pay off their
debts for property which has been seized by the state,
according to a major bank. In an email from Nedbank
widely circulated on social media, now confirmed as
genuine by Head of Group Media Relations Kedibonea
Molopyane, according to The South African, farmers
are warned that their debts will have to be paid in
full even after their property is confiscated by the
government. It reads as follows:
“It is important to note the Home Loan agreement
is subject to a contractual agreement, and bond

Yes, all the pieces of the Marxist puzzle are now in
place. Let us hope that some people in the West learn the
lesson from the planned destruction of South Africa. ***

CHINA IN AFRICA, BUT THE LEFT IN THE WEST DON’T CARE By James Reed

The big thing about Western colonialism, leading to
the great social mess in South Africa, is that the West
is eternally guilty. The Left have this as one of their
“big things,” but they go to sleep when their communist
mummy China does the exploiting. The extent of this
exploitation in Africa is staggering, as Doug Casey
claims:

I read something a few years ago about how China
wanted to move 200 or 300 million of its citizens to
Africa. Most people aren’t aware of this. It hasn’t
been widely promoted, but this is another trend.
Rich Chinese are smart to diversify to developed
Western countries. Poor Chinese go to backward
countries, to try to become wealthy. Africa is the
prime recipient. One reason is because China is
lending scores of billions to backward countries,
mostly for infrastructure development. But the roads,
ports, railroads, and what-have-you are built almost
exclusively by Chinese companies with Chinese labor,
who stay there. The infrastructure is there to enable the
export of raw materials, mainly back to China.
But the debt has to be repaid. It’s a great deal for
China. It will be interesting to see what happens when
a couple hundred million Chinese are living with a
radically expanding native African population.
Few people realize this. I ask knowledgeable people
what they think the biggest cities in the world will be
at the turn of the next century. And they all guess cities
in China or India. But that’s not true. Eighty years
from now, Lagos, Nigeria will be the largest city in the
world. It’s on track to have a population of more than
90 million. The world’s second biggest city will be
Kinshasa in the Congo with about 80 million people.
Dar es Salaam of Tanzania will be the world’s third
biggest city with a population of roughly 75 million
people.

https://www.caseyresearch.com/doug-casey-on-chinas-exploitation-of-africa/

Justin: Is China exploiting Africa?
Doug: Of course “exploit” is a loaded word; it
implies one-sided, unbalanced dealings, and unfair
business—although the word “fair” also has lots of
baggage, and politically charged meanings. But, yes,
they’re definitely exploiting Africa. We’re seeing a
veritable re-colonization of Africa. Every time I visit
Africa I see more and more Chinese. It doesn’t matter
which country; they’re everywhere. It’s important to
remember that Africa doesn’t produce anything besides
raw materials. There’s close to zero manufacturing,
like 1% of the world’s total, in sub-Saharan Africa.
And almost all of that is in South Africa. The little
there is, is only produced with the help of foreigners—
Europeans, but increasingly the Chinese…
The Chinese see the place the way the Spanish saw
Mexico and Peru in the 16th Century. Of course they
won’t say that in public. In fact it’s very non-PC for
anyone to make that observation…
Nonetheless, Africa is going to be the epicenter of
what’s happening in the world for years to come.
It’s gone from being just an empty space on the map in
the 19th Century, to a bunch of backwater colonies in
the 20th Century, to a bunch of failed states that people
are only vaguely aware of today. Soon, however, it will
be frontpage news. And this is both because Chinese
are moving to Africa in record numbers and Africans
are leaving as fast as they can.
ON TARGET

If this is so, then it is important to ask where are the
resources to support this growth going to come from?
If Lagos, Nigeria, does reach a population of 90 million,
as projected, how will this quantity of humans be
sustained? If no solution is given, it will be the African
people who suffer when their societies implode.
***
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CALIFORNIA TRUMPS EVEN OUR UNIVERSITIES! By Mrs Vera West
Here in Australia the femocrats are just getting
started on pushing for greater numbers of women in top
corporate jobs. Yes, the elites may have thought that
political correctness was for others, but not themselves,
but they sure have got that one wrong, just ask Julia
Gillard. Once again, Kalifornication is showing the West
where this will go:

female representation on company boards. A majority
of companies in the S&P 500 have at least one woman
on their boards, but only 25% have more than two,
according to a study from PwC. But setting quotas
for representation can be controversial, says Vicki
W. Kramer, lead author of the landmark 2006 study,
"Critical Mass on Corporate Boards." Opponents argue
that pressure from quotas will lead to unqualified
female members and potential discrimination against
male candidates. When quotas are not set, however,
companies fail to diversify their ranks enough, Kramer
says. She points to more "aspirational" legislation
in other states, like in Pennsylvania, where a 2017
resolution urged both public and private companies to
have a minimum of 30% women on their boards by
2020. But without teeth in the law, Kramer says, better
numbers won't follow.
"That's the big thing: will it change the numbers?"
Kramer says. "It takes a lot of pressure, but that has
to be sustained pressure and so far, it hasn't been
enough."

money.cnn.com/2018/08/30/pf/california-women-company-boards/index.html

“California just took a crucial step toward increasing
the number of women on corporate boards.
State legislators passed a bill Wednesday that would
require publicly-traded companies headquartered in
California to place at least one woman on their board
by the end of next year — or face a penalty.
Research shows that female representation on boards
is key for women's advancement in corporate America.
Women on boards are more likely to consider female
leaders for the C-suite and choose more diverse
candidates for the board itself. If the bill is signed into
law by Californian governor Jerry Brown, it would
be the first state to take such a step. Unlike some
European countries, the United States doesn't mandate

GEORGE SOROS AND THE GLOBAL
ELITES MAY LIVE FOREVER NOW!
By Uncle Len, the Eternally Ageing

Of course it will never be enough, not while a single
living man has any job. Presumably if men simply
disappeared that would be the first step on the road to
gender equality, but only the first step.
Maybe time travel might be needed to correct every
historical injustice that ever occurred, wiping out the
space-time lines of oppressive males, namely them all!
Hence, nothing short of ‘the end of men.’ Wiser feminists
have seen that this end of men scenario will also mean,
the end of civilisation, as the entire tent of the world
collapses.
***

     There are only a few details on the net about this
at present, but Australia researchers claim to have
developed a cell reprogramming process that could in
principle make a 70 year old have the same spring in
his/her footsteps than a 20 year old.
In other words, the fountain of youth:
https://twitter.com/sunriseon7/status/1036009943743131648
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/...antiageing.../6143d5797277ea01bcf8e31b5560c7a

     The article is behind a paywall, of $ 28 for every four
weeks, which I cannot afford. Hell, I live on about $ 28
every four weeks, so I can’t spend my meagre money on
quality journalism, and I am not of quality anyway.
Never mind, the fountain of eternal youth will not be
for my kind, but will be monopolised by the elites like
Soros, who will use it to eternally oppress us. We can be
sure that any treatment will be massively expensive, way
out of the pocket of the people who cannot even afford
newspapers.
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/health/unsw-harvard-scientists-unveil-giant-leap-anti-ageing
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/355/6331/1312

Now I am the most scientifically illiterate person at
this site, and this article should have been written by
Brian Simpson, who teaches science, but it seems to
me that this is all more than a little way from turning a
decaying circus clown like Uncle Len, back into a spring
chicken. And, why would anyone bother?		
***
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